
HOME REMODELED; Re-Hope for the Family 
 

 
SERIES OVERVIEW 
 
This 5-week series runs Oct. 6 – Nov. 3.  It is designed as a general overview of 
God’s plan for relationships in the home, intended to hit a very wide audience 
(married, singles, divorced, parents, kids, etc.).  It is specifically intended to reach 
guests who may come to church, giving them an entry point into the community 
of believers and a starting point to begin a journey of healing their relationships in 
the home.   Every church may adapt as they wish. 
 
1. THE FOUNDATION; Starting the Right Way     
2. THE BEDROOM; In Search of Intimacy   
3. THE KIDS ROOM; Ready for a Kid Swap?   
4. THE ATTIC; What are You Hiding? 
5. HOUSE 4 SALE; Starting Over 
 
MESSAGE BASICS 
 
1. THE FOUNDATION; Starting the Right Way 
 
Stage Set: The front door of a house, with name of family on door. 
Big Idea: What is God’s overall plan for a family?  How do we build the proper 
foundation for a healthy, growing, loving family?  What are the essentials?  What 
do current cultural trends tell us about dysfunction in the family?  What are the 
mistakes we are making?  How does commitment to God’s Truth fit in?  How 
does a relationship with The Designer fit in? 
Video Testimony: A couple that has experienced transformation as a result of 
inviting Jesus into their marriage/family. 
 
2. THE BEDROOM; In Search of Intimacy 
 
Stage Set: A couples’ bedroom.  Bed, side tables, lamps, wedding pictures. 
Big Idea: What is true ‘intimacy?’  Sexual oneness is certainly part of the 
equation; but real intimacy goes beyond the bed.  How do things like 
commitment, understanding, communication, forgiveness and vulnerability foster 
intimacy?  What are the key hindrances to intimacy?  How does a couple work 
toward a growing level of intimacy?  The sexual relationship is more the 
reflection, rather than the basis, of true intimacy. 
Video Testimony: A couple that has learned to communicate at a deeper level, 
bring new intimacy and understanding into their relationship. 
 
3. THE KIDS ROOM; Ready for a Kid Swap? 



 
Stage Set: Baby crib/room on one side. Teen’s room/bed/etc. on other side. 
Big Idea: Children are a ‘gift’ from God.  They are also God’s tool to continue 
growing us up!  How do we accept these ‘gifts’ from God?  What does it mean to 
“train up a child according to his way.”  How do we get beyond rules to see inside 
the child’s heart? How do we keep the relational bridge strong during the 
tumultuous teen years?  How do we solve difficult problems in parent-child 
relationships?   
Video Testimony: A parent and teenage talking about their relationship. 
 
4. THE ATTIC; What are You Hiding?  
 
Stage Set: Attic full of junk. 
Big Idea: Every family/home/life has ‘issues.’  Some of these issues are 
apparent to outsiders.  Other issues are hidden secrets.  How do we come clean 
and receive healing for our issues?  How does confession and forgiveness work?  
What does it mean to live an authentic, open life?  How can we grow through our 
issues, rather than remaining trapped in them? 
Video Testimony: A couple that has grown as a result of honest confession of 
secrets. 
 
5. HOUSE 4 SALE; Starting Over 
 
Stage Set: Same front door from first message, but with “FOR SALE” sign. 
Big Idea: The reality is that a lot of homes have fallen apart for one reason or 
another.  So . . . how do we start over?  How do we learn from the past and, at 
the same time, move beyond it?  How can we trust God for a new future?  What 
steps should I take if I am attempting to rebuild a home life/marriage/family? 
Video Testimony: A couple that has remarried, or a blended family. 


